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§ 1» Introduction 

The quasipotential approach (QPA)' *"'*' J в a very important 
tool i'or solving a number oi' physical problems' '. The geometri
cal properties oi' the quasipotential equations (QPK) deduced in 
/2/ w , made it poeeible to apply to them the technique of the re-
lativiatic Fourier transformation and to introduce the notion of 
the relativietic configurational spacf' '„ Here a scheme has been. 
developed in шалу respects analogous to quantum mechanics . 

The aim of this paper is to gJve a detailed analysis oi' a 
version of QPA in which the main role is played by the rapidity, 
the dynamical variable, canonlcally conjugated to the relativis-
tic relative distance. 

Let us now consider in more detail the geometrical proper-
/ ? / 

t i es of QPE deduced in/ ' . The equations i'or the r e l a t i v i s t lc 
Ltvo-part cle amplitude /f/fi&Jand the wave -'unction Ta(P) have 
the form: 

where 
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These equations have "absolute character" in respect to the geo
metry of the momentum apace , i.e., by form they do not differ 
from the nonrelativietic liprniann-Schwinger equations. 

Equations (1.1) and (1.2) can be gotten from the correspond
ing nonrelativietic equations replacing in the latter nonrelativis 
tic (Euclidean) expressions for energy, volume element, etc., by 

/8/ their relativistic (noneuclidean) analogs : 

The connection between the quasipotential amplitude /i(p,,£/and 
я differential cross-section of the elastic scattering has the 
ron/5/, 

&*l*f/?.f)/\ (1.6) 
whicli coincides with the normalisation condition of the nonrela-
tivistic amplitude of the elastic scattering. In case of a real 
quaaipotential from (1.1) the unitarity condition follows: 

The transition to the relativistic Г* -space is performed by 
means of the expansion in the matrix elements of Lorentz group 
representational (relativistic Fourier traneformation ) 

*) 
In equations (1.1) and (1.2) the integration is carried 

out over the Lobachevsk/yO -space, realised on the upper oheet of 
the byperboloid 

Р.*-?г = /ПгСг (1.4) 
(the mass shell of a particle with mass /W ). In the following 
we use the system of units, in which A - C-ffl = i . 
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$(1 ФМг -f**4)sAXi)~T ° ' 8 ) 

?* -гЛ, сА хг ~ £г , 'isA^g -g. (1.9) 
For example, the Green function Сто in the configurational Г" -

representation has the fore 

Сj (*. t'hfeds ft («- &£f '«>t fc *'№« ( 1 • 1 0 ) 

and satisfies the equation 

(Но -г^/г)аг ri)€'J= -6f£- i"J, (1.11) 
where i s the differential-difference operator [free Hamilto-

nian) with the ' a tep , equal to the Compton wave length of the 

par t ic le ^/mC : 

H0 -Zchi'k t3isAi§-t - f^ez/,^ ). < ' • « ) 
TUa equation for the wave function in the l^elativist ic Z -space' 

[H, -2f% + V(z,£-%)]Vi(iL) = 0 < 1 - " > 
an well as (1.1) and (1.2), do not differ by form from the Schro-
riinger equation. 

It «as shown (aoe review' ') that relativistic r'lfferential-
(I i ГГerence equations in the important caoee of the Coulomb and 
oBcillator potentials, as well as for the square well, were exaotly 
eolved in full analogy with quantum mechanics. The scattering 
theory in the relativistic configurational space is also in full 
analogy with the quantum-mechanical scattering theory. 

ttie only serious difficulty in this scheme Is connected with 
the peculiar formulation of the boundary conditions in the diffe
rential-difference case. In particular, it very complicates the 
investigation of analytical properties of the wave function and 
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scattering amplitude in the complex plane of angular momentum £ 
and energy E* , although the dependence of the operator/Уоп these 
variables is the same as in. the nonrelativistic case. 

We will demonstrate that there exists a version of QPA which 
also has absolute character in respect to the geometry of the mo
mentum sp6.ce, but ie free from the above mentioned difficulties 
(analysis of the boundary conditions is given in §3). 

Let ue write nonrelativistic operator of the kinetic energy 
in the form: 

where the distance between the point with coordinates 
О and the origin in nonrelativistic three-dimensional Euclidean 

momentum space* 
Using eq.(l.14) the Lippmann-Schwinger equation has the form 

Now we раав to the relativietic equation Caee (1.5)) replacing the 
nonrelativietic (Euclidean) quantities bj the relativistic. (non-
euclidean) ones. However, when transforming Green'e function, we 
do not no» replace the expression for the energy, but pass from 
formula (1.14) for the distance in t'̂ e Euclidean P -space to the 
expression for the distance in Lobachevsky P -apace: 

The quantity jCy, , taken now instead of the energy C » , 
is also called "rapidity". She relativistic equation foi /?Cp,$) 
has now the form ̂ i 

This equation was first postulated in'''. About the 
quasipotentiel \/fp, £ ,' £$,) s e e §2' 
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The new quaelpotential Green function 

#™sA-**b£*772 ( , ' i e ) 

has a pole en the energy shell ̂ л = £ з 8 other quasipotential Green 
functions, and its discontinuity ensurep the fulfilment of the 
two-particle uni+arity condition (1.7). 

Since in tfc.e following rapidities j£& will pley the key role, 
let us pay attention to the following facts. The relativiscic re
lative distance /** and rapidity ^C. ai* canonically conjugated 
variables in the sense of Fourier analysiB on the Lorentz group' 
(see alao' ' - * ' ) . The analysis of many properties of QFE ie es
sentially simplified, if it is baaed on the properties of physical /5-9/ quantities, as functions of the rapidity' . Invariant inclusive 
cross-sections of many-particle ргосеввзв at high energies are 
simple functions of the rapidity. Recently an interesting attempt 
•лав made in ref. to analyse this fact on the Ъаз1з of the 
relaiivistic Fourier analysis. In papers , the apparatus deve-
loped in was succesfully applied in the study of the proper
ties of the hadron wave function in the parton model. 

Therefore, there is a number of evidences that the rapidity 
is an adequate dynamical variable in the relativistic regica. 

§ 2. Connection with Other Relativistic Equations 

Let us consider the complex plane of the variable JC . Energy 
and momentum (1.9) are periodic functions (with the period 2-̂ *̂ *) 
of the repidity along the pure imaginary direction in JC -plane. 
The kernel of the relativistic Fourier transformation, however, 
does not possess this property of periodicity. Dealing with this 
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transformation, one should consider different quantities ев func
tions of the rapidity in the whole complex } • -pl^ne. Рог instan
ce , for calculating the integral (1.10) one has to use the 
Jordan's lemma, closing contour of the infinite radius in the up
per, or lower, half-plane % , depending on the sign of the dif
ference *l - t . 

'}be mapping (1.16) is the infinite-sheet one. Only two sheets 
of the infinite-sheet Riemann surface, с oiTe spending to the atrips 

have nonrelaiivistic analogs: the physical and the 
nonphysical sheetв. 

The Bethe-Salpeter equation and infinite set of quasipoten-
tial equations' ' have the dependence only on C/L/C anA^nJC. 

From the point of Tie* of complex rapidities, for its studying 
the principal branch of logarithm is sufficient. We have no rea
son, however, to require QHE Green function to be ъ.Ж<- -periodic 
function of che rapidity. To satisfy the main requirement of the 
two-particle relativistio unitarity, it is sufficient for the 
Green function to have only one pole in the upper '/. semiplane. 
An infinite chain of poles, corresponding to the periodic depen
dence, does not contribute to the unitarity condition. 

I«t us study the connection between equations (i.17) and 
(1.1). We use the relation 

fy(K)= Z(chfy -c/ix* +i£) = SAjq [<& Х к £*'"'* ~ 

ffhers 
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Thus, we have represented the Green function Cr9(K) of equa
tion (1.1) a& the sum of two terras, the Green function Ч»(к) of 
equation (1.17) and the quantity ->~y,(K' • The latter contains the 
whole infinite chain of "extra",(i.e., not contributing to the 
elastic unitarity), poles in the complex JC -plane. 

Let us clarify the connection between quaaipotentiala 
and v in equations (1.1) and (1.17). We write both equations in 
the symbolic form 

fi~- -li^ +{^VGA , (2.4a) 

U = -&V *&>*£?*• сг.4ъ> 
Transforming eq.(2.4a) 

we come to the conclusion, that eq. (2.4a) 1E equivalent to (2.4b), 
л 

if \/ and are connected as follows 

It ie evident, that the Born approximations in (2.4a) and (2.4b) 
coincide with each other. 

Let ue pees to the connection of equation (1.17) with the 
iethe-Salpeter equation: 

Tfa.Pi ;tip3')=f<(P4,/>t;p1',pt') + 
(2.7) 

where i= pt + рг . In the c m . system 

The two-part i c l e propagator bas the form 
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One of the ways of transition from the four-dimenaional 
equation (2.7) to the three-dimensional QPE la to replace the 
Green function &(rtK/ by "diepereion type" integralЬ(г,к) provid
ing two-particle unitarity 

ЯР,*) -*E(P,")= -ftp / i£=s-J (*:*>* 

where 

and the quantity^//^ S) satisfiee the only condition 
J(S,S)=i. (2.11) 

If instead of (2.9) one usee expression 

§(Р^-4^Тт^угга 2>f?4'+*)lf?$'-d (8.12) 
where J - СП( g~ *~V7r—1 / . then in the cm. system 

Substituting (2.13) into equation (2.7) and paflsing to the 
amplitude П ' ', we derive eq.(1.l7). Connection between V and 
the Bethe-Salpeter kernel has the form: 

V = K + H(G-§.)\/. (2.14) 

' It can be shown, that dispersion integrals in the yC -
plane are just of' type (2.12). Analytic prooerties of the solu
tions of equation (1.17) in jX - and £ -plitfiee will be descri
bed elsewhere. We note that analytical proper.lee of the amplitude 
in the variable W - ^ + ̂  £ff (V + V$* ~ 4), ^=EtaS . sindJar 
to X i have been studied in ref.'^/. 
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§ 3. The Bquation for the Wave Function in the 
Configurational Space 

We shall introduce the wave function To f/v in the conti
nuous spectrum) 

Equation for Yf (p) has the form 

Making in (3.2) relativietic Fourier transformation, we arrive at 
the Schrodingor equation for the wave function К ft-J 

in the relativistio configurational 2* -representation: 

7% (t) = i& г) +/#г& г'Д/^УГ, f-2'Ш' (3.4) 
The Green function 0„f?,1/xe given by the expressions 

where Qae (?/ 2/ ie the partial Green function (see Appendix A) 

= ' Ш~^т'^е^?' *)S<(t''I?J + 0(*'~V* (3.6) 
„(Я1 and 7 is the so-called generalized power. 

The definition of ' as well as relativiatic free wave functions 
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fe(i& Се(*'Х)апй е/''гУг>Я<«hich а г« t h e analogs of Hlccati-Beasel 
and Riccati-Hankel functions) are given in ref.' '. 

л In the following we shall always consider the local potential 
V/5,8/ 

V(p,к; Et) = VC(p<->Z)*J (3.7) 
and shall not explicitly indicate the dcper-dence on t ̂  , 

Vftpr-iZ) 7 =J't *p, t/ V(i) £ f«, zja? (3.8) 
The connection between the scattering amplitude and the wave 

function has the form 

The equation for the partial wave function is 

Wte (^) = Se (%h ) +/$г Ъ ^W* УУ&Ъ 'J***', »• Ю) 
and the partial scattering amplitude 

fl,(b)= ZL (3'11) 

ie connected with тье&/&в follows 

Here OgfXj,) is the scattering phase. 
Equation (3-12) ie equivalent to the differential one 

К %е Ы = Л/*> Jf I W*> fye W «. 13) 
where the operator ho has the form 

and the following notations are introduced: 
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if "' у ,_ JL A f t f t W < i / W _ &&S;<t*44*j{3.15b) 

a> 

Г, (*,Ъ) = Ъ(г) %*«&*> . ( 3 . 1 5 d ) 

We note that quantities l^/i'zjand. fyfrrfave meromorphic functions 
of 0 and X • âesing to the new wave fonotion 

r,e(i)*. % e ( i L , (3.16) 
we exclude from (3.13) the first derivative 

where "centrifugal potential" is given by 

^ f t ^ = ̂ ? W - / ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ (3.18) 

* ' ( * > X * , S ° > / , A r „ „13.1*0 

In the nonrelativistic limit 

г »4 , /fl<*i, (3.19) 

JaJ, ̂ / coincides with Tpe(2/t equation (3-П) coincides with (3.13), 

and "centrifugal potent ial" / | ^ | ? , Л^/becomes the usual one 

Не(%Уг)—ЩР • (з.го) 
Let us consider now the important problem of boundary con

ditions. The partial Green function in eq.(3.6) doee not differ 
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by form from the corresponding Green function of the Sohrodinger 
equation. The distinction is only in free solutions. Let us em
phasize that eq.(3.6) comprises the usual step (s -function 

f 1 1 >0 
9(г)= j (3.21) 

whil^ partial Green funotiou of equation (1.1) in the relat iviet io 
**\ 

Г" -space contains "smeared" О -function 

and that results in the difference character of the operator 
(1.12) and difficulties in the formulation of boundary conditions. 

For equations (1.17) and (3.2), as uell as equivalent equa
tions (3.13) and (3.17), the situation is essentially different. 
Here we deal with differential equations of the second order. 
To determine its solutions it is necessary to put two boundary 
conditions (at Z-* 0 and 2 -> °-° ). VTe write down these 
conditions taking into account that assuming that po-
tentials VfZ) are the short-range ones. 

For the scattering (Хч, ^ &/ „ 
•sv g - Ж£ 

%f (гК ^JLn (** г~?т) + #e fr,)* * 2 x (з.2з) 
For the bound statee Jff ~ £ t° f# < <% <• ~) 

E% - COS Сг , (3.24) 
*V (V -*- e * (3.25, 

The boundary condition at the origin in both -sees is the 

%его; = о. ( 3 - 2 6 > 
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§ 4- Some Simple Potentials 

Рог C-0 equation (3.17) liaB the form 

^ ^ * W * -" J>, ^ГГ^- (4.0 
We consider the square well' ' 

For tne bound etates (вее (3-24)) we obtain the discrete spectrum 
of the rapidities from the tvanecendentel equation 

where 

G(t%) = /IS^WsMt, U.4) 
Note, that the behaviour of the wave function 

inaide wf.ll is different depending on the sign of the expression 
under square root in (4.4). 

In the continuous spectrum we obtain the following expres
sion for the scattering phase 

Рог the attractive Coulomb potential 

VW - - # b * > *><>> ( 4- 6 ) 

corresponding to the massless scalar particle exchange, the wave 
function of the discrete spectrum has the form 

^ ^ / V ^ / v - ^ , «?*£,;. (4.7 
/ 7 / The energy spectrum is givan by formula (cf. ' ' ) 

Etl =/—^ , n=t,z,... 
(4 .8) 
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Prom the asymptotic behaviour of the wave function of the 
continuous spectrum 

which is given by formula 

we obtain the expression for the matrix element of the J> -matrix 

S0(X9)=e s _ _ _ _ ^ u > 1 1 > 

lYe consider now the equation for a harmonic oscillator. In 
dimensional quantities it has the form 

f-i-jfi +*¥•'**-""'xSlr^o. (4.12) 
iVe introduce the operators 

£ = JfjF- Z •' (4.13a) 

7!- .- - / £ . = С /i^-/ = ~i/£f- 4- (4.13b) 

[•£,£] = - л , с-i3=) 
as well as the creation and annihilation operators 

[a.',Q*-]=i. (4.14b) 
The initial equation can be written now ав 

Because of the commutation relation (4.14b) and formula 
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£г = a'a.* -i/z U.16) 
all excited Л -states can be obtained from the ground state то • 

2*Г/" = Ъ™*?/", (4.17a) 
a'?J"' =0, (4.17b) 

by/? -multiple action of the creation operator CL : 

1/лГ 2\/2к.'Л*-Г/л + з/г) 
The energy Bpectrum 

in the nonrelativietic limit goes to the S -states spectrum of 
the ueual isotropic oscillator 

E„ -2/пСг -* *w(zn+VzJ . ( 4- 2 0 ) 

We also present the relation, connecting the 
root-mean-square deviations of the relativistic relative dis
tance A 1 and the rapidity AX in the ground state (cf.' ') 

(&)*(&)* = $ Ж . < * - 2 1 ) 

The authors are very grateful to H.H.Atakisbiyev, V.G.Kady-
shevsky, N.P.Kiepikov, A.N.Kvinikhidzo, S.Mavrodiev, V.A.Mat-
veev, K.Mateev, L.I.Ponomarev, A.N.Slasakian, S.B.Skachkov, 
L.A.Slepchenko and A.N.TaTkhelidae for rnuerou» useful disous-
slons* 
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Appendix A 

Using the connec t ion between fLfcjyetoAfLuffl * w e w r i t e 

e q . ( 3 - 6 ) i n the form 

where 

о <"Гг Z<J - ГЛЪ^^ЪИ'^Г (А.га) 

The integrand in (A.2a) decreases in the upper half-plane 
Y., t the integrand in (A.:?b) decreases in th2 upper half-plane 
when ? > 1 and in the lower half-plane when ?<"V . These 
statements can be easily proved using the following representa-
tion for e f (г, Хк) = 

Prom the representation (A.3) it also loilows that integrands in 
(A.2a,b) have infinite chaina of 2f-order "kinematic" poles at 
the pointe Ук = i. LTrft fn-1, 2,-). To exclude these poles, o; con-
tibuting to the unitarity condition (1.7), це define the integrumь 
in (A.2a,b) ав the contour integrals (see. fig.Z). The integratio 
in (A.2b) is carried out either over contour £, » o r o ver con
tour С , depending on the sign of 2 ~ 2 . Performing the in
tegration by Caushy theorem we obtain the expression (3.6). 

Strictly speaking, our definitions are of model character, 
because we omit a certain quantity in the Fourier transform of 
the free Green function. The model satisfies all physical requi
rements what is its main justification. Prom equation (3-10) with 
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the Green function (3-й) for a real potential we obtain real 
scattering phase shifts. The wave function K̂ rfty safisfiee the 
correct boundary conditions of the scattering theory in the re-
i.. jViBtic t -врасе (3.2Э). 

Appendix В 
/18/ We give another derivation of the 'jquation (3-2) (cf.' ' ) . 

The wave function T//>/,/^)of a system of two free particles 
with equal masses in the momentum representation obeys the equa
tions 

(р?-п,*)Г(/ь,р.) = 0, ( в < 1 ) 

{pi

!-mVV(Pi,p1!)=0. 

Passing to new variables a and/ 5 by the formulae 

we write the system (A.1) in the form 

[(%+р)г-/лг]уга,р) = о, 
[(а-Р)г.^]П&,р)--о. 

Taking the вши and difference of equations (B.3), we come 
to the equivalent pai r of equations 

r<^ + p*--m*)YfQ,p)=0, ( B. 4 a ) 

(Qp)4'fQ,p)=0. C B . 4 b ) 

In the c m . eystem Q- 0 ,рг-~Рг~ Р because of (B.4b) 
we have 

Г(в,р) =S(po>%Jp). (B'5) 
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Рог the claas of state»: with positive energy taking account 
of (B.5). (B.4E) takes the fo-m 

(E%-EP)%JP) = 0,_ (В.6) 
where Q0 г 2Ef z 2/^T2+ $* , Ep - J/>* + /r/9. 

Passing to the rap id i t ies according to formulas (1.1b)» 

we have 

(chf% -chXP)KfP)=.0, { B > 7 ) 

or, equivalently 

2 s/, ('&£ty sfif&^&JV,. fpJ -0. (B.O) 
Using the relation 

r/, , ?_ 
•''' * ~ Г/1 - ii/v) Г (it И/Я-) > 

we « i l l write (B.8) in the form 

fl (?я, %)(*% - */)P* (p)--(>, ( B - 9 ) 

wher 

oes not vanish for real rapidities, ttati B-
fi.es th? equation 

(x,f -/;•)¥•;гр''*=о. ( В . П ) 

Introducing the interaction into (B. 11) according to the equation 

(X,-- Xn'^rh^p 3bc,SV(/i,Z;ti)%rtMQKt (B.12) 
we arrive et equation (3-2) 
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Pig. 1. The contours С and О in the complex Хк plane 
lor integrals (A.2a,b). 
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